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Abstract :   

Covid-19   created   an   environment   that   limited   everyone's   ability   to   enjoy   the   little   things   

in   life.   Once   trivial   activities   that   we   all   took   for   granted   were   stripped   from   us   in   the   blink   of   an   

eye.   As   life   slowly   returns   to   normal   with   individuals'   comfort   levels   increasing   daily,   we   will   

hopefully   see   the   fruits   of   everyone's   cooperative   labors   to   eradicate   this   virus.   Once   this   

happens   people   are   going   to   look   towards   their   familiar   comforts.   Going   out   and   eating   with   

friends   is   one   of   those   familiar   comforts,   debatable   the   comfort   that   has   been   missed   the   most   as   

this   pandemic   pursuits.     
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Executive   Summary  

Over   the   course   of   the   pandemic   we   have   all   been   faced   with   challenges   we   thought   we   

would   never   have   to   face.   These   challenges   are   not   the   same   for   everyone   and   no   two   people   

have   had   the   same   experience.   These   stressors   paired   with   the   limitations   put   on   everyone's   

lives   to   ensure   the   safety   of   the   populace   have   left   individuals'   social   needs   unfulfilled   for   far   

too   long.   Though   I   can   not   possibly   empathize   with   everyone,   I   can   certainly   make   an   effort   

to   offer   solace.   

This   solace   will   be   introduced   in   the   form   of   an   Ice   Cream   Shop   located   in   North   

Kingston.   This   ice   cream   shop’s   name   is   Colonial   Creamery   and   will   offer   high   end   dairy   

products,   including   (but   not   limited   to)   ice   cream,   milk   shakes,   ice   cream   cakes,   etc…   The   

goal   is   to   offer   a   quality   product   at   a   premium   price.   

Customers   will   reap   the   benefits   of   Colonial   Creamery   by   being   allowed   to   enter   a   space   

where   they   can   socialize   with   friends   and   family   in   a   safe   environment.   Before   the   

introduction   of   Colonial   Creamery,   this   social   desire   was   left   unfulfilled.   There   are   no   ice   

cream   shops   in   North   Kingston   that   offer   the   experience   or   caliber   of   product   that   Colonial   

Creamery   provides.   

Colonial   Creamery   can   support   these   claims   through   a   unique   rustic   aesthetic   that   

capitalizes   on   the   rich   history   that   Kingston   possesses.   We   justify   our   product   quality   through   

co-packaging   with   Byrne,   this   allows   us   to   have   our   own   branded   ice   cream,   adding   to   the   

experience   that   Colonial   Creamery   guarantees.     
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Introductory   Components   
Section   1:   Company   Overview   

1a)   Describe   your   products   and   services.   

Our   service   will   be   to   provide   luxury   ice   cream   to   the   residents   of   North   Kingston.   Our   
services   will   provide   scooped   ice   cream,   soft   serve,   milk   shakes,   ice   cream   cones,   as   well   
as   a   variety   of   toppings.   Along   with   the   actual   product/service   that   we   provide,   a   rustic   
ambiance   will   accompany   the   experience   of   the   customers.   The   idea   is   to   infuse   the   
colonial   history   of   Kingston   into   the   shop   for   an   added   draw.   

1b)   Describe   the   history   of   your   business   if   it   is   an   existing   business,   or   how   you   
developed   your   idea   to   start   a   new   business.   

For   the   short   period   of   time   I   was   at   SUNY   New   Paltz,   I   always   loved   exploring,   especially   
when   it   came   to   food.   For   some   reason,   New   Paltz   and   the   surrounding   region   has   the   most   
outstanding   places   to   eat.   With   my   appetite   I   quickly   ran   through   all   the   local   restaurants   
and   wanted   to   expand   into   less   localized   regions.   As   I   expanded   my   way   into   Kingston,   I   
realized   there   was   no    real     place   to   get   ice   cream.   I   noted   this   experience   as   odd,   and   
certainly   a   gap   in   the   market.   Reflecting   back   on   this   gap,   I   figured   that   this   gap   may   lead   
to   a   profitable   business.   

1c)   Describe   the   legal   structure   of   your   business-   sole   proprietorship,   partnership,   or   

Corporation.   

Colonial   Creamery   will   be   a   Limited   Liability   Corporation   (LLC).   There   are   a   few   main   
reasons   for   why   Colonial   Creamery   will   be   an   LLC.   First   and   foremost   is   the   actual   cost   of   
filing,   compared   to   many   other   forms   of   incorporation,   an   LLC   formation   is   remarkably   
low   (Stowers,   2020).   An   LLC,   as   the   name   suggests   protects   the   liability   an   owner   can   
incur.   (Stowers,   2020).   This   is   naturally   appealing   due   to   the   intense   risk   that   any   business   
owner   takes   on,   especially   when   they   are   first   beginning.   Lastly,   we   have   the   tax   
advantages   associated   with   an   LLC,   any   income   made   is   treated   as   an   owner's   income,   not   
the   companies   (Stowers,   2020).   The   reason   for   this   being   significant   is   that   income   is   only   
taxed   once,   instead   of   twice.   

1d)       Describe   your   experience   in   this   business   and   how   it   will   help   you   succeed.   

I   have   worked   in   a   variety   of   industries,   debatably   the   most   experience   I   have   is   in   the   
food/service   industry.   Through   this   experience   I   understand   common   practices,   how   to   deal  
with   common   problems,   both   interpersonal   and   technical.   These   skills   have   prepared   me   to   
be   able   to   hit   the   ground   running   when   starting   this   endeavor.   From   having   freezers   die   
during   the   middle   of   a   busy   morning   breakfast   rush   to   being   understaffed   I   am   comfortable   
that   my   experiences   have   laid   the   foundation   for   success.   My   experience   through   my   many   
leadership   roles,   as   well   as   my   course   load   I   have   completed   at   SUNY   New   Paltz   arms   me   
with   substantial   managerial   experience   and   the   technical   skills   to   reinforce   my   experiences.     
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1e)   Describe   your   reason   for   believing   the   business   will   succeed.   

Kingston   over   the   past   20   years   has   seen   substantial   economic   growth.   The   median   
household   income   grew   by   over   61%   from   2000   to   2019   (City,   2020).   This   shows   extreme   
promise   for   expendable   income   that   can   be   spent   on   wants   vs   needs.   This   paired   with   the   
pandemic   reaching   its   end   with   vaccines   being   rolled   out,   people   are   going   to   be   eager   to   
get   their   lives   back   to   “normalcy”.   People   are   going   to   want   to   spend   more   money,   more   
often.   There   is   a   lack   of   ice   cream   shops   in   northern   Kingston,   especially   those   that   would   
provide   a   more   expensive/quality   product.   With   these   factors   in   mind,   I   believe   that   if   an   
ice   cream   shop   we’re   to   cater   to   individuals   looking   for   a   more   premium   ice   cream,   it   
would   be   incredibly   successful.   

Section   2:   Mission   Statement   &   Core   Values   

2a)   Mission   Statement:     

Work   hard   to   provide   customers   with   a   unique   experience   and   extraordinary   ice   cream.   

2b)   Core   Values:   

Quality,   Integrity,   Community     
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Marketing   Plan   
Section   1:   Products   or   Service   

1a)   What   customer   need   or   want   is   being   filled?   

Currently   there   are   few   ice   cream   shops   operating   in   Kingston.   Many   have   closed   and   the   
few   that   have   yet   to   do   so   are   suffering   greatly.   The   need   for   an   ice   cream   shop   is   growing   
more   and   more   apparent.   There   is   a   growing   demand   since   supply   is   diminishing   as   the   
days   go   on.   Colonial   Creamery   will   fill   this   need   by   providing   ice   cream   products   to   
Kingston   as   it   continues   to   be   deprived   of   such   a   luxury.     

1b)   What   are   the   features   and   benefits   of   your   products   or   services?   

The   first   feature   that   Colonial   Creamery   will   provide   is   that   of   its   aesthetic.   
Colonial   Creamery   is   moving   away   from   the   traditional   ice   cream   shop   decor   to   
that   of   a   much   more   rustic   feel.   We   will   also   provide   a   “Food   Challenge”   called   
the   G.W.   Chest.   The   participants   are   given   a   select   amount   of   time   to   finish   14   
scoops   of   ice   cream   of   your   choice   from   an   old   fashioned   chest.   It   could   be   
complete   with   a   group   of   friends   for   fun   or   alone   for   a   T-Shirt,   your   face   on   the   
wall   and   a   free   dessert.   Another   benefit   we   provide   is   dairy   free   ice   cream   
options,   as   we   grow   and   expand   we   aim   to   cater   to   other   food   limitations   as   well.   
Lastly,   Colonial   Creamery   will   provide   free   samples   to   customers,   who   doesn't   
love   free   samples???   

1c)   How   will   your   product   be   made   or   how   will   your   services   be   provided?   

Our   products   will   be   provided   through   a   brick   and   mortar   store.     

1d)    Who   will   supply   the   products?   

Bryne   will   supply   all   of   our   products,   ranging   from   tubs   of   ice   cream   to   novelty   
ice   cream   products.   Bryne   allows   for   co-packaging   services   that   will   allow   us   to   
have   our   own   brand   that   will   be   associated   directly   with   Colonial   Creamery.   
Bryne   is   more   than   capable   of   fulfilling   all   of   our   needs,   with   “three   
state-of-the-art   co-packing   manufacturing   facilities,   extensive   distribution   
capabilities   and   over   75   years   of   award-winning   industry   experience…”   (Byrne,   
2020).   Having   our   own   private   label   allows   Colonial   Creamery   to   gain   more   
recognition   and   legitimacy   as   soon   as   the   doors   open.   

1e)   What   future   products/services   will   you   offer,   and   when?  

Roughly   3-4   years   down   the   line   I   would   like   to   offer   hot   foods,   such   as   soup   and   
sandwiches   in   the   colder   months   to   help   make   this   shop   a   year   round   operation.   During   this   
time   I   would   also   like   to   introduce   more   variety   in   terms   of   our   ice   cream   to   welcome   
individuals   with   varying   food   allergies   and   intolerances.   In   year   3-4   I   would   look   into   
having   our   own   baked   goods,   such   as   ice   cream   sandwiches,   brownies,   cookies,   and   the   
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like.   Closer   to   year   5   I   would   like   to   open   up   a   second   location,   in   an   attempt   to   continue   
growth   into   a   new   region.   

  

  

Section   2:   Distribution   
2a)   How   will   your   products   or   services   be   distributed?  

Colonial   Creamery’s   distribution   will   be   done   through   the   brick   and   mortar   shop   
itself.   Customers   are   always   welcome   inside   to   purchase   directly   from   our   amazing   
employees.     

  

Section   3:   Industry   
3a)   What   is   happening   in   your   industry   (is   it   growing,   stable   or   declining)?   

The   industry   has   been   growing   and   will   continue   to.   In   2020   alone   the   ice   cream   
market   was   valued   at   over   62   Billion   USD   (Intelligence,   2020).   Surprisingly   the   ice   
cream   industry   seems   to   not   have   been   too   severely   affected   by   the   Pandemic.   There   
were   ice   cream   skeptics   that   were   concerned   about   ice   cream’s   role   in   the   spread   of   
Covid-19   (Intelligence,   2020).   This   paired   with   the   supply   chain   issues   which   
affected   every   industry,   the   ice   cream   industry   did   see   difficulties,   however,   relative   
to   other   industries,   it   was   fairly   unscaved.   The   Pandemic   seems   to   have   potentially   
helped   the   ice   cream   industry,   it   is   projected   to   see   a   Compound   Annual   Growth   
Rate   ( CAGR)   of   2.87%   during   the   years   of   2021-2026   ( Intelligence,   2020).   Close   to   
3%   may   seem   insignificant,   but   it   really   is   very   important.   It   is   close   to   3%   of   62   

Phase   1:   Start-up   (years   0-1)   
● Open   the   doors  
● Create   a   Social   Media   

presence   
● Community   outreach   

  

Phase   2:   (2-3   years)   
● Ice   Cream   variations   

○ Gluten   Free   
○ Sugar   Free  
○ Vegetarian   
○ Almond   Milk   

● Baked   Goods   
○ Cookies   
○ Brownies   
○ Cupcakes   
○ Ice   Cream   

Sandwiches   
(homemade)   

● Ice   Cream   Cakes   
● Eco-Friendly   Cups   

Phase   3:   (3-5   years)   
● Second   Location   
● Hot   foods   
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billion   dollars,   this   equates   to   almost   2   billion   dollars   being   spent   on   ice   cream.   The   
National   Restaurant   Association   released   a   statement   that   reads   in   part   “ ...the   
Industry   Report,   2021   sales   are   projected   to   climb   10.2%...”   (Fantozz i,   2021).   This   
quote   is   in   reference   to   the   projections   for   the   restaurant   industry   for   2021.   This   
projection   is   very   helpful   when   determining   the   validity   of   this   idea   in   practice.   This   
shows   how   the   consumers   are   on   the   verge   of   a   spending   boom,   the   ice   cream   
industry   is   positioned   well   to   capitalize   on   the   opportunity   that   has   been   outlined.     

3b)   What   do   you   believe   the   future   holds   for   this   industry?   

I   believe   that   the   future   for   this   industry   is   paved   with   gold,   especially   in   the   time   
immediately   following   Covid-19.   People   are   eager   to   go   out   and   make   up   for   lost   
time.   I   believe   that   many   people   will   use   eating   out   as   the   tool   they   will   use   to   make   
up   for   that   perceived   lost   time.   There   is   no   time   in   recent   history   where   individuals   
have   been   more   eager   to   go   out   and   interact   with   their   friends   and   family   more.   
People   want   to   regain   some   semblance   of   normalcy,   what   is   more   normal   than   a   
bowl   of   vanilla   ice   cream?   I   believe   that   the   impact   that   ice   cream   will   have   on   the   
resurgence   of   society   will   lead   to   a   CAGR   that   will   beat   the   projection   of   roughly   
3%.   I   believe   that   people   are   going   to   begin   to   value   ice   cream   and   it’s   impacts   more   
than   ever   before   within   the   next   2   years.   Ice   cream   is   essential   for   society   to   regain   a   
semblance   of   normalcy.   

  

Section   4:   Customers   
4a)   Who   are   your   customers-   what   does   your   customer   profile   look   like?   

Colonial   Creamery   is   marketed   towards   young   professionals   ranging   in   age   from   
30-40   years   old   living   in   the   Kingston   area.   These   individuals   are   looking   for   an   
experience   just   as   much   as   they   are   looking   for   good   ice   cream.   A   2021   research   
study   shows   that   the   median   age   within   the   city   of   Kingston   is   37.5   years   old   
(Kingston,   2021).   With   this   data,   it   makes   most   sense   to   target   this   age   group.   Now,   
even   though   the   median   age   is   37.5,   that   does   not   mean   that   those   who   are   not   
within   that   age   range   are   ignored   or   ostracized.   The   number   one   ice   cream   
consumers   in   the   United   States   are   those   over   the   age   of   55   ( Phyllis,   1985).    Ice   
cream   is   a   sweet   treat   that   is   universally   enjoyed,   everyone   should   have   the   
opportunity   to   sit   back,   relax   and   enjoy   a   bowl   of   ice   cream.   

4b)    How   many   customers   will   your   business   have?   

“While   99%   of   people   like   ice   cream,   more   than   half   of   Americans   say   they   do   not   eat   ice   
cream   or   limit   their   consumption   due   to   "health"   concerns. ”    (Zero,   A,   2018).   

  

Francesca   Nicasio    provides   great   insight   in   how   we   can   determine   many   customers/foot   
traffic   we   can   expect   to   receive.   It   is   broken   down   into   several   factors:   weather,   location,   
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state   of   economy,   and   demands   for   a   certain   product   are   among   the   most   stressed   factors   to   
Ms.   Nicasio   (Nicasio,   F,   2021).     

  

Weather:   

Kingston   can   vary   in   temperature   and   rainfall   greatly.     

  

Figure   1:   Average   High   and   Low   Temperatures   of   Kingston   NY   

  

(Weather,   2021)   

As   we   look   at   this   chart   we   can   see   a   clear   temperature   range   from   sub-twenty   degrees   
Fahrenheit   to   the   mid   80’s.   This   chart   suggests   that   there   will   be   a   seasonality   aspect   
associated   with   an   ice   cream   shop   operating   in   Kingston.   It   is   human   nature   to   be   more   
attracted   to   cooler   treats,   ice   pops,   cold   beverages,   and,   of   course   ice   cream,   in   the   warmer   
months   of   the   year.   These   natural   attractions   can   be   counteracted   by   offering   hot   foods   
during   the   colder   months.   Though   weather   is   an   obstacle,   it   is   not   an   obstacle   that   has   no   
solution.   

Location:10,5   
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A   potential   location   for   Colonial   Creamery   is   31   N   Front   St,   Kingston,   NY   12401.   This   
location   is   considered   to   be   “ very   walkable”    when   assessed   by   loopnet.com   whose   core   
competency   is   to   buyers,   sellers,   and   in   some   instances   tenants   with   commercial   real   estate   
properties   (Front,   2021).   A   location   being    “very   walkable”    eludes   to   the   ease   at   which   
someone   is   able   to   accomplish   errands   on   foot.   This   is   a   very   important   rating   in   terms   of   
being   able   to   assume   success   in   an   industry   such   as   Colonial   Creamery’s,   especially   in   the   
beginning.   It   wouldn’t   be   unreasonable   to   assume   that   in   the   beginning   many   will   come,   
based   on   curiosity   alone.   Being   within   1   mile   of   over   10,500   people   makes   it   easier   for   
those   individuals   to   act   on   their   curiosity.     

State   of   Economy:   

As   we   begin   to   approach   the   end   of   COVID-19   we   can   only   now   begin   to   truly   understand   
the   full   totality   of   the   economic   anguish   that   was   seen   on   an   international   scale.   We   saw   
GDP   contract   by   roughly   2.4%   in   2020   (Amadeo,   K,   2020).   This   was   an   unfortunate   
reality,   there   is   a   light   at   the   end   of   the   tunnel   however.   Projections   expect   national   GDP   to   
“ rebound   up   to   a   4.2%   growth   rate   in   2021,   and   slow   to   3.2%   in   2022,   and   2.4%   in   2023”   
(Amadeo,   K,   2020).   These   projections   are   very   telling.   The   overall   message   is   that   we   can   
expect   an   increase   in   jobs   as   well   as   spending.   The   overall   state   of   the   economy   is   very   
promising.     

Demands   for   a   Certain   Product   

Given   the   current   location   of   Colonial   Creamery,   and   it’s   general   lack   of   competition   for   
miles,   it   is   safe   to   assume   that   demand   is   high.   No   other   business   offers   ice   cream   in   the   
way   that   we   do.   They   certainly   do   not   offer   the   experience   that   is   ensured   at   our   shop.     

With   these   factors   in   mind   it   is   reasonable   to   assume   that   somewhere   in   the   wheelhouse   of   
105   customers   on   weekdays   can   be   accomplished.   We   came   to   the   conclusion   of   105   
customers   by   assuming   a   1%   market   penetration.   This   will   jump   on   weekends   to   263   
customers   represented   by   a   2.5%   market   penetration.   These   numbers   are   in   reference   to   the   
10,500   individuals   living   within   1   mile   of   the   potential   location.   These   numbers   are   not   
absolutes,   they   are   intended   to   give   reasonable   expectations   of   market   penetration   during   
launch.   

4c)   What   information   do   you   have   that   supports   your   decisions   about   your   customers?   

Research   done   by    Francesca   Nicasio   concludes   that   the   factors   above   are   some   of   the   most   
important   when   determining   foot   traffic   into   your   store    (Nicasio,   F,   2021) .   By   following   
these   key   factors   we   can   make   reasonable   assumptions   of   daily   customer   count.   It   is   
important   to   keep   in   mind   that   there   are   variables   like   weather   and   seasonality   that   can   and   
will   affect   this   business.   However,   in   a   more   general   sense,   Nicasio's   article   allows   us   to   
make   reasonable   assumptions   that   support   our   hypothesis   about   our   customers.   

4d)   What   is   the   growth   potential   for   this   business?   What   is   your   plan   for   growth?   What   
information   do   you   have   to   support   your   decisions   about   growth?   
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“Furthermore,   45%   report   that   ice   cream   is   their   favorite   indulgence,   pointing   to   a   
well-positioned   opportunity   for   brands   in   the   category   to   forge   bonds   with   consumers.”   
(Boisseau,   A,   2020)   

  

Growth   potential   is   strong.   Throughout   COVID-19   people   have   turned   to   ice   cream   as   their   
comfort   from   the   horrors   that   surround   them;   “The   coronavirus   shutdowns   certainly   helped   
stoke   the   flames,   with   more   consumers   reaching   for   the   familiar   comfort   of   ice   cream   while   
at   home”   (Boisseau,   A,   2020).   These   positive   associations   with   ice   cream   may   not   last   
indefinitely.   An   argument   can   be   made   on   both   sides,   ice   cream   will   take   off   and   cater   
individuals   both   in   their   best   and   worst   times.   Or   the   novelty   will   wear   off   once   people   are   
properly   adjusted   to   the   new   normal.   It   is   within   the   realm   of   believability   that   this   
pandemic   has   shifted   individuals'   response   to   stress.   This   claim   does   not   come   
unsubstantiated,   as   stated   by   Boisseau,    “Fifty-one   percent   of   consumers   associate   ice   cream   
with   comfort...”    (Boisseau,   A,   2020).   People   are   riddled   with   stress,   and   it   has   only   gotten   
worse   as   the   years   persist.   As   a   point   of   reference,   “ 77   percent   of   people   experience   stress   
that   affects   their   physical   health”   and   73%   say   that   they   have   stress   that   impacts   their   
mental   health   (Patterson,   E,   2020).   It   is   safe   to   say   that   stress   is   not   going   anywhere,   and   
affects   almost   all   of   us.   Ice   cream   having   a   comforting   impact   on   these   feelings,   isn’t   going   
anywhere   either:     

“Over   the   52   weeks   ending   Sept.   6,   2020,   dollar   sales   in   the   ice   cream   subcategory   of   the   
larger   ice   cream/sherbet   category   were   up   13.4%   (to   $6,841.8   million),   while   unit   sales   
increased   by   8.4%   (to   1,703.6   million)”    (Boisseau,   A,   2020).   

In   terms   of   growth   it   is   absolutely   essential   to   not   expand   too   quickly.   The   first   step   to   
growth   is   ensuring   that   we   are   open   year   round.   We   can   do   this   by   expanding   our   range   of   
products   during   the   offseasons.   Examples   of   some   alternative   products   that   will   aid   in   
growth   are   sandwiches,   soups,   and   even   baked   goods.   These   new   products   won’t   
compromise   the   aesthetic   or   experience,   only   bolster.   Specialty   soups   and   sandwiches   will   
allow   for   further   immersion   to   the   experience   that   people   come   to   expect   with   Colonial   
Creamery.   Referencing    Figure   1    as   I   plan   on   opening   late   May   of   2022,   staying   open   until   
late   October,   this   gives   us   ample   time   to   gather   the   necessary   resources   to   deliver   these   hot   
options   by   year   3-4.   As   we   approach   years   4-5,   I   aim   to   open   a   second   location.   I   feel   as   
though   with   the   strong   brand   I   hope   to   have   created   by   this   point,   this   will   put   the   second   
location   in   a   position   to   thrive   quickly.     

  

  

Section   5:   Competition   

5a)   Who   are   your   competitors?   
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Colonial   Creamery   has   3   main   competitors,    Boice   Brothers   Ice   Cream,   Kingston   Candy   
Bar,   and   Mickey's   Igloo.    This   is   due   mainly   to   proximity.   Each   competitor   is   within   3   miles  
of   Colonial   Creamery.   They   each   offer   ice   cream   to   varying   degrees   with   differentiating   
factors.   They   are   notable   industry   competitors.   

5b)   What   are   their   strengths   and   weaknesses?   

Boice   Brothers   Ice   Cream   

Strengths:   Brand,   Locally   Sourced,   Family   Run   

Weaknesses:   Service,   Inconsistent,   Website   

Kingston   Candy   Bar   

Strengths:   Delivery   &   Shipping,   Creative   Products,   Pricing   

Weaknesses:   Broad   Product   Mix,   Training   

Mickey's   Igloo  

Strengths:   Location,   Community,   Variety   

Weaknesses:   Training,   Product   Mix   

  
Section   6:   Position   
6a)   What   will   your   market   position   be?   

To   break   down   market   position   we   need   to   answer   the   4   P’s   of   marketing,   Price,   
Promotion,   Place,   and   Product.   
  

Price :     
Colonial   Creamery   aims   to   be   a   higher   end   ice   cream   shop,   this   helps   to   justify   the   
higher   cost   of   our   product.   For   example,   our   competitor    Mickey’s   Igloo    has   a   large   
hard   ice   cream   list   for   $4.50,   Colonial   Creamery   would   have   that   same   size   for   
$5.50.   This   price   justification   comes   largely   from   the   atmosphere   Colonial   
Creamery   provides.   

Promotion :   

Colonial   Creamery   has   two   main   promotion   tactics,   the   first   of   which   is   community   
outreach.   I   sincerely   believe   that   if   a   business   takes   care   of   the   community,   the   
community   will   take   care   of   the   business.   People’s   Place   Thrift   Store   and   Food   
Pantry   appears   to   be   a   very   good   example   of   a   potential   partnership   that   would   be   
mutually   beneficial.   Colonial   Creamery   provides   fund   raisers,   with   the   money   
raised,   non-perishable   foods   are   then   bought   and   hand   delivered   to   the   food   pantry.   
This   works   to   help   the   community   while   getting   the   Colonial   Creamery   name   out   to   
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the   public   with   goodwill   hitched   to   it.   Second,   I   aim   to   utilize   food   challenges   to   
drive   customers.   Food   challenges   work   as   a   way   to   gather   attention   through   novelty   
and   uniqueness.   The   G.W.   Chest   hits   both   of   these   marks   and   will   certainly   get   
work   to   promote   the   Colonial   Creamery   brand.   

Place :     

Our   place/location   puts   us   in   a   position   to   be   very   accessible   to   over   10,000   
individuals.   This   ease   of   accessibility   helps   to   add   incentive   to   come   to   the   shop,   by   
virtue   of   eliminating   the   barrier   of   travel.   

Product :   

Our   products   will   be   mainly   ice   cream   related.   These   products   range   from   ice   
cream,   to   soft   serve,   to   milk   shakes,   to   even   ice   cream   cakes.   Our   products   offer   
variations   in   terms   of   sizes   offered   and   topping   available.   

6b)   What   is   your   competitive   advantage-   why   will   customers   buy   from   you   instead   of   
the   competition?   

The   Colonial   Creamery   experience   is   something   unique   to   the   Kingston   market.   All   
our   competitors   don’t   have   an   experience   quite   like   Colonial   Creamery.   Our   
competitors   have   a   carnivalesque   tone.   This   isn’t   inherently   bad,   but   it   is   over   done.   
Our   environment   is   much   more   related   to   the   history   of   Kingston,   with   a   much   more   
rustic   feel.   I   do   not   want   to   be   misconstrued,   the   goal   isn’t   to   be   boring,   it   is   to   
provide   a   unique   experience   that   you   can’t   find   anywhere   else.   This   experience   
paired   with   our   own   branded   ice   cream   continues   to   add   to   our   competitive   
advantage.   Our   unique   food   challenge   works   to   add   to   the   feeling   of   community   
whenever   the   chest   comes   out.   That   is   something   no   other   competitor   has.     

  
Section   7:   Image   and   Packaging   

7a)    What   will   the   image   of   your   business   be?   

“Whether   you   call   it   corporate   social   responsibility,   cause   marketing,   or   even   
“charity   work”,   businesses   that   participate   in   these   give-backs   not   only   are   helping   
out   the   community,   but   themselves   as   well.” (Admin,   2020).   
  

I   believe   that   if   a   business   takes   care   of   the   community,   the   community   will   take   care   
of   the   business.   For   this   reason   I   want   Colonial   Creamery   to   be   as   closely   associated   
with   community   outreach   as   possible.   This   can   be   done   by   offering   fundraising   
opportunities   for   local   school   districts   where   they   can   utilise   our   brand   to   help   
supplement   funding   for   supplies.   We   can   run   seasonal   toy   drives   for   underprivileged   
children   to   make   sure   that   they   have   something   to   unwrap   every   holiday.   As   stated   
previously,   we   can   even   partner   with   existing   non-profit   organizations   to   help   their   
cause.   I   want   our   brand   to   be   recognized   as   an   objective   source   of   good.     

7b)   What   will   your   packaging   look   like   (attach   sample(s))   
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Our   packaging   is   seen   mainly   on   our   ice   cream   cups.   Similarly,   we   plan   to   utilize   
similar   concept   art   to   many   of   our   other   products   such   as   milk   shakes.   

  
  

7c)    What   do   your   business   cards   and   promotional   material   look   like   (attach   
samples)   

Promotional   material   will   be   a   combination   of   t-shirts,   key   chains   and   business   cards,   
with   my   logo   and   color   scheme.     
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7d)   Where   will   your   business   be   located,   and   why   did   you   choose   this   location?     

The   chosen   location   is   31   N.   Front   Street   in   Kingston.   The   main   reason   for   this   location   is   
due   to   relative   lack   of   competition.   Yes,   there   is   some   degree   of   competition,   but   the  
significance   of   said   competition   is   marginal   compared   to   this   same   plan   on   Long   Island   for   
example.   The   total   square   footage   of   the   location   is    5,624   this   gives   Colonial   Creamery   the   
space   needed   to   operate   without   clutter,   in   turn   allowing   us   to   comply   with   COVI-19   
protocols   with   relative   ease.     

  

Section   8:   Pricing   

8a)      How   did   you   determine   your   pricing   strategy?   
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I   came   up   with   our   pricing   strategy   based   on   two   major   factors,   competition   and   cost-per   
scoop.   A   fair   average   cost   for   a   3   gallon   tub   of   premium   ice   cream   is   30   dollars,   a   3   gallon   
tub   of   ice   cream   yields   55   scoops   of   ice   cream   with   a   4   ounce   ice   cream   scooper   (Turnkey,   
2021).   These   assumptions   equate   to   .55   cents   per   scoop,   however   we   need   to   account   for   
waste   and   free   samples,   to   do   this   we   will   add   another   9   cents   per   scoop,   this   gives   us   a   
cost   of   .64   cents   per   scoop.   We   will   base   the   following   aspects   of   pricing   on   a   medium   cup   
size.   Lets,   add   another   .7   cents   to   account   for   COGS   (i.e.   cups/cones)   and   2   scoops   per   cup.   
This   leads   us   to   a   total   cost   of   1   medium   cup   of   ice   cream   to   be   $1.35.   We   will   price   
medium   cups   at   $5.50,   this   gives   Colonial   Creamery   a   profit   margin   of   73%   per   unit.   A   
$5.50   price   point   is   marginally   higher   than   the   competition,   however,   this   price   is   justified   
by   the   combination   of   the   experience   provided   and   quality   of   ice   cream.   

8b)      How   do   your   prices   compare   to   the   competition?   

Colonial   Creamery’s   prices   are   marginally   higher   than   the   competition.   With   price   
differentiation   generally   being   higher   by   roughly   .50   cents   to   $1.     

  

Section   9:   Marketing   Goals   
9a)   What   is   your   dream-where   do   you   see   your   business   in   the   next   2   to   5   years?   

I   would   like   to   see   my   company   expand   into   a   second   location.   I   believe   that   a   second   
location   in   Beacon   or   Newburgh   would   be   a   natural   progression   due   to   the   proximity   to   
Kingston.   I   would   also   like   to   raise   $100,000   over   5   years   to   help   fund   school   supplies   for   
underprivileged   students.   

  

Section   10:   Marketing   Strategy   

10a)   What   is   your   promotional   plan?   

Aside   from   promotional   materials   such   as   t-shirts,   business   cards,   and   key   chains,   I   don’t   
plan   on   promoting   Colonial   Creamery   to   a   significant   extent.   I   anticipate   the   first   few   
months   being   difficult   with   many   unforeseen   problems.   I   would   like   to   make   mistakes   in   
front   of   the   fewest   people   possible.   I   would   rely   on   word   of   mouth   a   great   deal.     
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Management   Description   
1)   Who   will   handle   which   functions   in   the   business?   

I   will   handle   the   day   to   day   managerial   functions   of   the   company,   inventory,   hiring/firing,   
etc…   Monica   Conter   will   be   in   charge   of   training   new   employees   or   retraining   
underperforming   employees.   This   includes   (but   is   not   limited   to)   how   to   properly   clean   
machinery   after   every   shift,   how   to   properly   interact   with   customers,   and   how   to   produce   
each   product   to   ensure   consistency.   The   less   intense   day   to   day   functions   will   be   handled   by   
staff,   those   who   show   initiative   and   loyalty   will   be   given   shift   managerial   responsibilities.     

2)   What   will   their   duties   and   qualifications   be?   

I   have   extensive   managerial   experience.   I   currently   handle   the   vast   majority   of   inventory   
brought   into   my   current   job   at   a   chimney   supply   house.   This   includes   creating   relationships   
with   suppliers,   keeping   track   of   inventory,   understanding   seasonality   of   products,   and   making   
sure   that   proper   lead   times   are   anticipated   for   different   products.   I   have   had   a   great   deal   of   
hiring   and   firing   experience.   Over   the   past   4-6   years   I   have   held   many   leadership   roles   in   
clubs,   organizations,   and   jobs.   Some   of   which   include   hiring,   as   well   as   having   to   let   people   
go.   I   understand   what   to   look   for   in   an   employee   and   can   deliver   the   difficult   news   if   it   
comes   to   that   point.   My   qualifications   include   acting   as   the   Beta   Gamma   Sigma   Student   Vice   
President   of   Programing,   Director   of   Project   Management   and   Consulting   for   the   SUNY  
New   Paltz   Management   Association,   Online   Sales   Specialist   for   Long   Island   Chimney   as   
well   as   other   executive/leadership   positions.   Monica   Conter   will   handle   the   brunt   of   the   
training.   Monica   has   worked   in   the   food   industry   for   close   to   8   years.   She   understands   the   
in’s-and-outs   of   the   food   industry   better   than   most.   She   will   be   able   to   teach   product   
consistency,   customer   service,   and   proper   cleaning   procedures   with   ease.   

3)   If   employees,   how   many   will   you   have   and   what   will   their   duties   be?   

To   start   having   a   staff   of   4   to   5   employees   would   be   ideal.   Once   we   enter   year   2   the   goal   is   to   
have   staff   of   8   to   10.   Employees   duties   will   include   customer   service,   product   
knowledge/control,   cleaning,   and   for   those   who   are   closing   Shift   Leaders,   counting   the   
drawer   at   the   end   of   each   shift.   

4)   Who   will   hire,   train   and   supervise   them?   

I   will   manage   hiring   personally,   employee   conflicts   will   also   be   handled   by   myself.   In   the   
event   I   am   not   available,   Monica   will   take   up   the   mantle   in   my   stay.   Monica   and   myself   will   
train   staff   in   the   beginning   and   will   transition   to   Monica   and   Shift   Leaders   at   the   beginning   
of   year   2.   The   goal   in   relation   to   supervision   is   to   have   everyone   be   autonomous.   The   steps   
needed   to   get   to   this   point   starts   with   hiring.   There   is   one   major   quality   I   will   be   looking   for   
when   hiring,   integrity.   Most   aspects   in   regards   to   this   job   can   be   taught,   character   is   not   one   
of   them.   The   next   step   to   autonomy   is   training,   I   don’t   want   to   have   to   micromanage   
everything   that   happens.   I   can   make   this   happen   through   proper   training,   by   giving   
employees   the   skills,   knowledge,   and   support   they   need   to   not   just   succeed   but   to   thrive.   
Support/supervision   will   be   provided   by   myself,   Monica,   or   Shift   Leaders.   The   goal   is   not   to   
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suffocate   workers,   I   want   to   operate   a   business   based   on   respect   and   trust.   A   side   effect   of   
this   stance   is   autonomy   for   employees   while   also   working   towards   the   same   end   goal.   

5)   What   will   it   cost   your   business   for   the   first   two   years?   

Rent   over   the   first   two   years   will   be   $4,921   a   month.   This   assumption   is   based   on   $14   per   
square   foot,   the   property   31   N.   Front   Street   in   Kingston   has   a   total   square   footage   of    4,218.   
This   equates   to   roughly   $120,000   total   rent   for   the   first   two   years.   We   will   assume   that   we   
serve   1,051   customers   a   week.   This   is   based   on   a   1%   market   penetration   during   week   days   
and   2.5%   on   weekends.   We   will   serve   customers   1   medium   ice   cream   which   we   have   
established   will   cost   $1.35,   this   provided   we   are   open   7   months   each   year,   assuming   an   
average   month   has   4   weeks   we   will   serve   58,856   customers   over   2   years   if   we   assume   no   
growth   or   decay   in   customer   retention.   The   costs   associated   with   these   assumptions   is   
$79,455.60.   To   start   it   would   make   sense   to   have   one   ice   cream   fridge   that   can   hold   12   
flavors   and   have   8   backup   ice   cream   tubs,   this   is   going   to   cost   $4,000.   We   are   also   going   to   
need   a   soft   serve   machine,   to   start   one   machine   with   3   dispensers   works   perfectly,   this   will   
cost   just   around   $12,000.   The   tax   rates   associated   with   selling   our   product   is   8%.   I   will   also  
buy   quickbooks   for   $12.50   a   month   which   equates   to   $300   over   two   years.     

6)   What   will   your   owner   draw   be   for   the   first   two   years?   

I   plan   to   give   myself   a   $3,000   stipend   annually   to   be   used   for   rent,   food,   and   other   
necessities.   

7)   What   will   your   employee   salaries   be   for   the   first   two   years?   

Monica   Conter   will   receive   a   stipend   as   well   for   $3,000   annually   equalling   $6,000   over   2   
years.   Employees   will   be   paid   $15   dollars   an   hour   for   their   services.   Using   the   following   
assumptions,   7   employees,   15   hour   weeks   and   and   56   weeks   over   2   years,   payroll   will   cost   
$88,200   in   total.   

8)   Who   will   your   lawyer,   accountant,   insurance   agent,   and   other   advisory   team   members   
be?   

Lawyer :   The   Law   Office   of   Alexander   Paykin,   P.C.   will   be   my   law   office,   they   are   located   in   
Rockefeller   Plaza.   It   will   cost   roughly   $3,000   dollars   to   file   all   the   needed   documents   to   
become   a   legitimate   Limited   Liability   Company,   this   also   will   allow   us   to   have   a   lawyer   on   
retainer.   (Paykin,   2021).   

Accounting :   I   will   have    George   Dimov,   CPA   to   be   my   accountant.   They   are   located   in   
Manhattan,   and   will   charge   $4,200   for   the   first   year   to   handle   all   necessary   tax   requirements   
(Dimov,   2020).     

Insurance   Agent :   I   will   have   John   Candon   from   State   Farm   act   as   my   insurance   agent.   The   
cost   will   be   roungly   $3,000   over   the   first   2   years   (State,   2021).     
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9)   How   will   you   manage   your   record   keeping,   finances,   and   inventory?   

I   will   utilize   Intuit   Quickbooks   to   keep   track   of   records,   finances,   and   inventory.   The   cost   
will   be   $12.50   a   month.   

10)   What   licenses,   permits   or   regulations   will   affect   your   business?   (Attach   copies   of   
licenses,   permits   or   regulatory   forms)   

Business   License :   A   business   license   will   allow   us   to   operate   within   Ulster   County.   This   fee   
will   be   $25,   this   fee   includes   filing   the   documentation   (Legal,   2020).   

Application   for   Retail   Food   Store   License   –   ARTICLE   28-A :   This   application   allows   us   to   
sell   food,   this   application   is   needed   for   any   business   that   plans   to   sell   food,   the   cost   is   a   
non-refundable   $250   fee   (Gov,   2021).   

Food   Protection   Certification :   This   permit   shows   competency   in   relation   to   safely   handle   
food.   The   exam   cost   is   $24   that   must   be   renewed   every   10   years   (Hygiene,   2021).     

Employer   Identification   Number   (SS-4) :   This   is   a   free   form   allows   businesses   to   pay   taxes,   
file   for   a   business   loan,   hire   employees,   and   open   business   bank   accounts   among   other   things   
(EIN).   

Sales   Tax   Vendor   License   (TB-ST-360) :   This   license   is   required   for   any   business   selling   
tangible   property,   it   allows   a   business   to   collect   taxes   (Tax,   2011).   

11)   Will   you   have   to   collect   and   pay   sales   tax,   and   if   so,   how   much   and   for   which   entity   
(state   or   city)?   

I   will   have   to   pay   taxes.   

  

Sales   Tax :   The   tax   rate   in   New   York   State   is   4%   and   another   4%   in   Ulster   county   leading   to   
a   total   8%   sales   tax   (Avalara,   2021).   

Payroll :   Payroll   tax   for   2021   in   NYS   is   4.025%   (Taxnews,   2021).   

12)   What   types   of   insurance   will   you   need?   

General   Liability   Insurance :   This   will   cost   about   $1,100   over   2   years   (Liability,   2021).   This   
will   protect   me   if   there   are   any   claims   against   my   company   regarding   bodily   injury,   property,   
slander,   and   libel   (Hart,   2021).   

Commercial   Property   Insurance:    The   will   cost   $1,600   over   2   years   (Property,   2020).   This   
type   of   insurance   helps   protect   tools,   equipment,   inventory,   and   furniture   (Hart,   2021).   

Workers   Compensation   Insurance :   In   New   York   State   Workers   Compensation   costs   
employers   between   $3.00   and   $3.49   per   $100   spent   on   payroll   (Comp,   2019).   
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Disability   Insurance :   In   New   York   State   Disability   Insurance   is   on   average   $.14   for   every   
$100   dollars   in   payroll   (WW3,   2020).   

13)   What   types   of   payments   will   you   accept   (cash,   check,   credit   cards,   house   accounts.   
etc.)?   

Given   the   nature   of   this   industry,   we   will   only   accept   cash,   credit   cards,   and   debit   cards.   
Check,   house   accounts,   money   orders   and   the   like   will   be   respectfully   declined.   

14)   What   contingency   plans   have   you   made   for    you ?   

14a)   

14b)   What   contingency   plans   have   you   made   for   the   business?   

Possible   Problems   Solution   

Illness   or   Sickness   Assuming   this   sickness   is   debilitating   and   there   is   no   feasible   way   for   
me   to   work,   I   would   rely   on   Monica   Conter   to   lead   the   charge   while   I   
recover.   

Family   Emergency   I   would   initially   communicate   this   problem   to   the   acting   shift   manager   
and   Monica,   making   sure   they   are   informed   of   the   severity   of   the   
situation.   During   this   contact   I   will   make   sure   that   all   their   needs   are   
met,   and   if   they   are   not   I   will   do   what   I   can   from   my   phone   to   remedy   
any   situation.   I   will   largely   be   relying   on   my   employees   to   be   able   to   
handle   the   daily   operations   without   my   supervision.     

Injury     
I   will   lean   on   my   trusted   staff   to   operate   autonomously   until   I   
return.   This   is   a   reasonable   contingency   plan    due   to   the   training   
process   that   is   provided   to   staff.   

Problems   Solutions   

Sales   are   not   what   you   
expected   

I   would   evaluate   product   consistency   and   work   on   a   
marketing   campaign,   I   would   also   focus   more   on   
community   outreach   

What   will   you   do   if   costs   are   
higher   than   you   expected?    

I   would   look   into   potential   waste,   focus   more   on   ordering   
in   bulk   utilizing   economies   of   scale,   and   I   would   also   look   
into   under   performing   items,   if   they   are   not   being   bought   
they   are   not   needed   in   the   shop.   

   How   will   you   make   
I   would   first   work   on   ordering   in   bulk   to   capitalize   on   
economies   of   scale   to   help   decrease   costs/expenses.   Cash   
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decisions   to   continue   to   
stabilize   or   increase   your   
cash   flow   and   profits?   

flow   will   increase   as   a   by   product   of   my   growth   strategy,   
higher   profits   will   follow   in   turn.   

What   will   you   do   if   a   
competitor   lowers   their   
prices?   

I   will   do   nothing.   The   competition’s   prices   are   already   low,   
they   don’t   have   the   margins   to   sustainably   keep   lower   
prices.   Additionally   lowering   prices   cheapens   the   
experiences   associated   with   our   products.   
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Financial   Plan   
Financials:   Year   1   
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Financials:   Year   2   
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